We examined the interaction between impurities in α-Fe such as Cu, Si, and Ni, using the density functional theory (DFT) calculation. This examination indicated that the bond of Cu-Si was more stable than that of Si-Si, and that the interaction parameters of Cu-Si and Si-Ni were lower than that of Si-Si. This indicated that Cu and Ni impurities encouraged segregation of solute-atom clusters containing Si atoms but that the interaction of Cu-Ni was small. In addition, we evaluated the effect of the coexistence of impurities in the view point of the electronic structure. The electronic structure showed that the coexistence of Cu and Si lowered energy of Cu and adjacent Fe component. This suggested that the coexistence of Cu and Si stabilized Cu and adjacent Fe component.
I. Introduction

1
It has been important to obtain the understanding of the controlling mechanism that causes reactor pressure vessel (RPV) embrittlement. This involves detailed characterization of the irradiation-induced microsructural changes and their dependence on material and irradiation parameter. Especially it is noted that the segregation and clustering are observed as the form of solute-atom clusters in low alloy steels of RPV irradiated for many years. These clusters are thought to be the causes of irradiation-induced embrittlement. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Among impurities of low alloy steels of RPV, Cu has been thought to be dominant constituent for solute-atom clusters. In recent years, the three-dimensional atom probe (3DAP) observation of the surveillance test specimens of irradiated low alloy steels of RPV indicates that clusters segregated in these specimens contain other elements than Cu such as Ni, Mn, Si, and P. 6) Besides, solute-atom clusters are observed in the specimens of low-Cu alloy steels of RPV and Cu is not dominant constituent in these clusters. 7) Furthermore, the 3DAP observation of irradiated ferrite model alloys shows that the component fractions of Ni, Mn, and Si in solute-atom clusters are similar and much larger than those of the ferrite model alloys for various values of Cu concentration and cluster size. 8, 9) Tsuru et al. 10) investigated the impurity segregation in α-Fe using the density functional theory (DFT) calculation in detail, and predicted this segregation for various impurity elements. However, a few elements are observed as the form of solute-atom clusters though it is predicted that the cluster creation is unstable. Besides, Ohmura et al. 11) evaluated the interaction between impurity atoms and vacancies in detail.
In this study, in order to examine the behaviors of some elements such as Cu, Si, and Ni of the high concentration for *Corresponding author, E-mail: suzuki.chikashi@jaea.go.jp the solute-atom clusters as a fundamental investigation, we perform the DFT calculation for these clusters, because the short-range interaction between first or second neighboring atoms in solute-atom clusters of nano-size and the interaction between different elements are likely to be important. Moreover, we evaluate these interactions from the view point of the electronic structure.
II. Calculation
In this study, we used the DFT calculation code PHASE ver. 7.01 12) with a periodic boundary condition. Exchangecorrelation energy was described using the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) gradient-corrected exchange-correlation function within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), 13) with spin polarization. The core electrons of all atoms were treated via ultra-soft pseudo potentials 14, 15) with a cut-off of 500 eV. The geometry optimization was performed using a 7 × 7 × 7 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. A Fermi smearing of 0.2 eV was utilized and the corrected energy was extrapolated to zero Kelvin.
The average composition values of Si and Ni in the solute-atom cluster in irradiated ferrite model alloys show high-concentration of 3-20%, though those before the irradiation are below 2.0%. 8, 9) The average composition value of Cu in the solute-atom cluster is much larger than those before the irradiation. 8, 9) For simplicity for various composition values, crystal structure of α-Fe is bcc and the calculations were performed on 2 × 2 × 2 supercells (16 atoms), which are Fe 16 , CuFe 15 , SiFe 15 , and NiFe 15 . The short-range interactions between first or second neighboring atoms are likely to be significant due to the nano-size of the solute-atom cluster in addition to the high concentration of impurities, so that the models of Cu 2 Si, and Ni). The calculated lattice constant of supercell is 5.69 Å, which is comparable to the value in the literature. 16) Geometry optimizations were stopped when all the forces were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. No symmetry constraints are imposed. For simplicity, the effect of stress relaxation is not taken in account.
III. Result and Discussion
Interaction between Impurities
We examine the interaction between impurities such as Cu, Ni, and Si atoms for the fundamental investigation. These elements are observed in the irradiated α-Fe metal. The first neighboring interaction between impurities is defined as. We consider this interaction between first neighboring atoms and that between second neighboring atoms, because that between second neighboring atoms cannot be ignored in bcc metals. The interactions between impurities are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the stability of the interaction between impurities is Cu-Cu > Ni-Ni > Si-Si. This tendency is coincident with the calculation 10) with larger unit cell of 54 atoms. The first neighboring interaction of Cu-Cu and Ni-Ni is more strong than second neighboring one in this calculation, because the absolute values of the first neighboring interaction is larger than those of the second neighboring. Compared with Cu-Cu and Ni-Ni bond, the second neighboring interaction is important for Si-Si bond, because the absolute value of the second neighboring interaction is comparable to that of the first neighboring. First neighboring -0.04 CuSiFe 14 Second neighboring 0.06 CuNiFe 14 First neighboring 0.01 CuNiFe 14 Second neighboring 0.02 SiNiFe 14 First neighboring 0.12 SiNiFe 14 Second neighboring 0.35
We examine the interaction between different impurities. This examination shows that the bond between Cu and Si is more stable than that between Si atoms. This interaction indicates that Cu impurity encourages segregation of soluteatom clusters containing Si. On the other hand, the first neighboring bond of Si-Ni is more stable than those of Ni-Ni and of Si-Si.
This stability of the bonds of Cu-Si reflects the observation of the segregation of the solute-atom cluster containing both Cu and Si, 6, 8, 9) though the Si cluster is likely to be unstable in the analysis considering the bonds of Si-Si and Si-Fe causing the creation of Si clusters in α-Fe. 10) In these calculations, there is one first neighboring bond between impurities and there are two second ones. In the regular solution approximation, the first neighboring interaction between impurities is expressed as Table 2 shows the interaction parameter between impurities per atom. These indicate that the bonds of Cu-Si are more stable than the separately created bonds of Si-Si and Cu-Cu as described above. It is noted that the bonds of Si-Ni are also more stable. On the other hand, the stability of the bonds of Cu-Ni is comparable to that of the separately created bonds of Ni-Ni and Cu-Cu. This suggests that the segregation of the solute-atom cluster containing Si with Cu and Ni is likely to be encouraged, but that the interaction between Cu and Ni is small. Tables 1 and 2 show that coexistence of Cu and Si is stable. In order to evaluate the effect of the coexistence of Cu and Si, Figure 1 shows (a) density of states (DOS) of Cu and adjacent Fe of CuSiFe 14 and (b) that of Cu 2 Fe 14 , whose bonds of Cu-Si and Cu-Cu are first neighboring.
Electronic Structure of Fe, Cu, and Si
These figures indicate that up spin DOS of Cu of CuSiFe 14 in the occupied range has a peak at -3.9 eV and that that of Cu 2 Fe 14 has a peak at -3.8 eV. It is noted that down spin DOS of Cu of CuSiFe 14 in the occupied range has a peak at -3.6 eV, but that of Cu 2 Fe 14 has a smaller peaks at -3.5 eV and -2.9 eV. These electronic structures of Cu suggest that Cu component is of lower energy in CuSiFe 14 14 . This similarity suggests that the interaction parameter of Cu-Ni is small. Consequently, the effect of the coexistence of Cu and Ni is small.
IV. Conclusion
We calculated the electronic state of α-Fe containing Cu, Si, and Ni to examine the interaction between these impurities. This calculation indicted that the stability of the interaction between impurities was Cu-Cu > Ni-Ni > Si-Si, and that the bonds of Cu-Si and Si-Ni were more stable than that of Si-Si. In addition, we estimated the interaction parameter between impurities considering first and second neighboring interaction. This estimation suggested that the interaction parameters of Cu-Si and Si-Ni were stable and that Cu and Ni impurity encouraged segregation of solute-atom clusters containing Si atoms.
We evaluated the effect of the coexistence of impurities from the view point of the electronic structure. In case of coexistence of Cu and Si, the energy of Cu and adjacent Fe component was lowered. This electronic structure suggested that the coexistence of Cu and Si stabilized Cu and adjacent Fe component. As for the coexistence of Si and Ni, the difference of the electronic structures was likely to cause the energy stabilization. On the other hand, the effect of the coexistence of Cu and Ni was small.
